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Abstract—In this paper we propose a comparative study of 
social network data related to three Asian-American student 
conferences: Taiwan-America Student Conference (TASC), 
Japan-America Student Conference (JASC) and Korea-
America Student Conference (KASC). Such a study is built on 
the literature review of existing visualization methods and is 
based on the adoption of open source and freely available tools 
for Social Network Analysis (SNA). The main aim of this work 
is that of analyzing and comparing interaction patterns and 
sub-networks dynamics of attending students emerging from 
the collected data. In particular, data have been extracted in 
wide temporal horizons starting 30 days before and finishing 
30 days after the application deadlines. 

Keywords-Social Network Analysis; Data Visualization; 
Visualization Methods; Case Study; Asian-American Student 
Conferences. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Today’s student conferences are often organized with the 

main aim of helping young people to establish stable 
relationships by a social and professional standpoint. 
Moreover, this kind of events represents also an effective 
channel for knowledge exchange among new generations 
coming from different countries. The idea behind many of 
these conferences is that of providing young people with a 
shared vision of a peaceful future and of encouraging them to 
collaborate and share their ideas and knowledge. As a matter 
of fact, knowledge sharing is recognized as a key factor in 
order to develop innovative solutions for a better world [1] 
[2] [3] [4] [8]. 

By the attendees’ standpoint, gaining new experiences 
and sharing knowledge tends to ensure a higher performance 
in social and working contexts since participants are more 
likely to develop significant competitive advantages [5] [6]. 

Nonetheless the abundance of visualization methods in 
literature may generate some issues when dealing with the 
choice of the right technique for analyzing specific case 
studies [24]. Therefore, choosing the right methodology is 
directly linked to the level of understanding of the problem at 
hand. In light of the importance of such techniques, the 
research community continuously pays attention to many 
visualization-related topics [24]. In fact, based on the way 

data and information are showed, the process of elaboration 
and analysis may change relevantly, since different factors 
and issues may arise depending on the specific visualization 
strategy adopted. Visualization-related key issues affecting 
elaboration and analysis of social network data concern, 
among others, with the design of the visualization process, 
the visualization methods clustering process, and possible 
combinations of different methods. 

The development of a number of visualization solutions 
is due to the even bigger volume of data and information 
available in different contexts [25]. However, it is important 
to notice how such visualization tools are mainly connected 
to knowledge extraction activities from available data more 
than to data collection processes. In fact, visualization tools 
play an influence on the approach chosen by data analyst and 
scientist, since they address the setting up of the data 
analysis strategy and processes [25]. In this context, adopting 
advanced visual tools aligned with individuals’ analysis 
capabilities is a key point in order to ensure the best 
interpretation of available data [26] [27]. 

We propose a comparative study of three student 
conferences through visualization tools in order to analyze 
interaction patterns and sub-networks dynamics of 
participants. 

In particular, such an analysis may help identifying in 
advance hot topics dealt with during the conferences and 
potential sub-groups of students having some interests in 
common. 

In light of the role played by such tools in terms of 
understanding of many phenomena in a number of fields, in 
Section II we introduce some theoretical issues and 
definitions about visualization process, methods, clustering, 
and corresponding factors. In Section III, the methodological 
aspects are detailed - e. g. research method, context-
dependent methodological aspects, data collection and 
extraction. In Section IV, results and findings of the 
comparative study are presented. Section V concludes by 
addressing possible applications of this study in other fields, 
future research efforts and possible limitations. 
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II. THEORY ABOUT VISUALIZATION METHODS AND 
RELATED RESEARCH 

This section provides an overview of visualization 
methods and processes, and corresponding factors. In 
particular, theoretical issues and definitions from related 
research are discussed. 

A. Visualization Process and Corresponding Factors 
According to some authors [24] [28], visualization is 

intended to be the representation of a phenomenon of interest 
through tools rendering it similar to visual perception. Such 
tools are computer-supported and enhance human 
capabilities in terms of knowledge acquisition [29] [30] by 
means of a graphical description, which is richer and more 
intuitive at the same time and ensure analysts to explore, 
search, communicate, show in a visual way [31]. Moreover, 
it allows visualization experts to show, rank and cluster data 
under different perspectives and to adapt them for analysis of 
different cognitive processes in many contexts [32] [33]. 

The existing literature about the design of the process of 
visualization provides a six-step model [34]. Such steps are: 
mapping, selection, presentation, interactivity, usability, and 
evaluation, as detailed in the following: 
1) Mapping deals with the way data and information are 

encoded and rendered visually. Encoding data and 
information correctly is a key issue in order to ensure 
the alignment between real-world features and their 
corresponding representation by means of visualization 
tools. An adequate algorithm is thus required in order to 
depict such features in visual form. 

2) Selection is recognized to be the most important step, 
since in it data scientists and analysts decide, among all 
available data, which ones have to be thrown away and 
which ones are useful. Such a decision also depends on 
the specific task data are going to be used for. Wrong 
selections may lead to project or process failures. 

3) Presentation concerns with the way data and information 
are provided to the target audience. Therefore, it is very 
important to organize data and information properly in 
order to ensure that they are intelligible. 

4) Interactivity is geared to provide users with tools and 
features such that data and information can be 
investigated, scrutinized and reworked. 

5) Usability and accessibility are very important, since they 
introduce in this six-step model the concept of “human 
factor”. Visualized data and information should take 
into account the accessibility need of special categories 
of users and ensure easy of use of people. 

6) Evaluation is directly related to measuring the 
achievement of expected results. In particular, two key 
issues are considered in this step: the degree of 
effectiveness and the achievement of visualization 
goals. Evaluation can be performed empirically by 
means of questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, and 
controlled experiments, while analytic evaluation may 
include cognitive walkthrough and expert reviews [29]. 

B. Visualization Methods 
In the following a brief introduction to data visualization 

methods is provided. Moreover, such methods are briefly 
described [24]: 
a) Table is a very intelligible method of data representation 

with a widespread format containing set of variables 
and values. Despite the general format is well 
structured, table is also a flexible tool, which allows to 
develop several variants based on the specific research 
goals. 

b) Pie Chart is a disk-shaped or round-shaped visualization 
tool containing several slices. Each slice is generally 
associated with a variable and its corresponding 
percentage value. Advanced variants of such a tool 
allow to manage also hierarchical data. 

c) Bar Chart is a widespread tool for visual representation 
of data. Likewise in the other cases, also the bar chart 
format may be modified in order to achieve specific 
research-related goals. 

d) Histogram is a visual tool dealing with several clusters of 
variables. Objects are classified into such categories of 
variables based on the statistical elaboration of 
available data. 

e) Line Chart is one of the most adopted visualization tools 
consisting of a number of points connected to each 
other. 

f) Area Chart is a graph for representing data in bounded 
area. 

g) Scatter Plot is a data visualization tool geared to show 
points distributed in Cartesian coordinate. 

h) Bubble Chart is a kind of Scatter Plot with points have 
Cartesian coordinates, but are also associated with an 
additional value that is the diameter of the bubble point. 

Multiple Data Series is a combined visualization tool 
including the above mentioned methods. 

III. METHODOLOGICAL SECTION 
This section deals with the methodological aspects of this 

research. 
In a conference setting - especially those geared to 

students, which are generally lacking in experience if 
compared to professionals and academicians – knowledge 
and idea sharing is part of the dynamics planned by event 
managers and emerging from disputes among participants 
[9]. 

Nonetheless, student conferences are characterized by 
cultural differences – which are expected to be significant 
when considering Asian-American exchange contexts –, 
possible problems to develop a shared vision, and 
communication difficulties among two sided-conference 
participants. Therefore, triggers planned by conference 
managers may prove to be useless if attendees are not 
inclined to make the proper efforts in order to deepen hot 
topics during the event. Moreover, event managers affect 
attendees’ behavior since their triggering strategies and plans 
may fail also due to the specific context rules of the 
conference [7]. 
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The event setting affects the way people result to be 
engaged in the conference activities, but such an influence is 
exerted also by innovative solutions – i. e. technologies and 
tools -, which may enhance participants engagement. In this 
context, online communities are recognized to be the best 
setting for attendees in order to clearly state what their 
perceptions and ideas are [7]. 

Given the importance of such technologies and tools, 
event organizers adopted them with the main aim of 
fostering collaborative behaviors among participants, 
knowledge sharing, and the development of a shared vision 
among students with relevant cultural differences [10]. 
Social media helps triggering in advance some conference 
dynamics planned by the organizers. Online communities 
provide data about hot topics, hence, addressing event 
dynamics before the start of the conference. 

A. Research Method 
Participants’ interactions during student conferences can 

be analyzed by obtaining data from specific online 
communities, hence, assuming that such communities exist 
and may provide interesting and reliable data about Asian-
American student networks [11] [13]. 

This paper is based on the data visualization and analysis 
[15] of three conference-related communities on Facebook, 
namely the Taiwan-America Student Conference (TASC), 
the Japan-America Student Conference (JASC) and the 
Korea-America Student Conference (KASC). The data 
extraction process concerns with a wide temporal horizons 
starting 30 days before and finishing 30 days after the 
application deadlines. 

This paper is built on a research method, which I fully 
developed on the basis of the data science research approach 
[12] and all the data collection and extraction methods and 
tools adopted in this study have been applied on online 
sources [14]. 

B. Context-dependent methodological issues related to the 
comparative study 
The case studies analyzed in this work are those related 

to three Facebook communities of Asian-American student 
conferences (TASC, JASC and KASC), which will take 
place in July-August 2015. For each student conference, the 
event setting is triggered by the corresponding organizers 
and participants on the proper Facebook community. The 
three events are annually organized. Despite social media 
concerns with only a quota of overall attendees’ interactions, 
the three conferences are attended by young and highly 
connected students willing to share ideas, knowledge and 
experiences, and to meet new people and learn new things. 
Hence, the three Facebook communities – i. e. TASC, JASC 
and KASC, which count on 2,439 users, 1,481 users and 654  
users, respectively - and the data collection and extraction 
methods are able to provide a huge and representative 
amount of data to be analyzed. 

C. Data collection and extraction 
The collection and extraction methods adopted for this 

research included the NetVizz app v1.2 [16] in order to 

obtain page data by logging in into Facebook with a generic 
user account. NetVizz is able to provide academicians with 
data from Facebook and it has been developed by Professor 
Bernhard Rieder. NetVizz is a reliable tool, which provides 
data compatible with many visualization tools [16]. Gephi 
[17] is the open source software adopted for data 
visualization and is compatible with data from NetVizz. 
Gephi includes a rich set of solutions for data visualization 
and analysis – e. g. algorithms and filters, personalization 
options, flexibility, scalability, WYSIWYG and user-friendly 
software. In Table 1 data for the NetVizz queries are shown 
in order to ensure transparency and reproducibility of this 
comparative study. 

 
TABLE I.  DATA FOR THE NETVIZZ QUERIES. 

Student 
conference Facebook ID 

Data collection and 
extraction 

(day/month/year) Likes 

From To 

TASC 225845154251232 29/01/15 30/03/15 2,439 

KASC 333942935541 04/10/14 01/02/15 654 

JASC 114135335328456 01/12/14 30/01/15 1,481 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
Gephi counts 122 nodes and 281 directed edges in the 

resulting graph of TASC, while it associates 143 nodes and 
190 directed edges to JASC, and 40 nodes and 52 directed 
edges to KASC. 

First, we measured graph density in order to understand 
how graphs are close to complete. Graph density of JASC is 
equal to 0,009, thus showing a low level of connection 
among its 1,481 members. Graph density of TASC is equal 
to 0,019, while KASC proves to be a density level of 
0,033.Hence, the highest density among the three 
conference-related Facebook communities is that of KASC, 
which has also the lowest number of likes. 

Low levels of graph density have a negative influence on 
event organizers’ triggering activities, that is a graph with 
lower density is likely to show less interactions among 
participants. However, other interesting data about the 
quality of users interactions – which are not available in the 
dataset extracted from Facebook, due to recent changes in its 
privacy policy, as detailed in Section V – should be taken 
into account in future research efforts. 

Given the above results, we started analyzing possible 
strongly and weakly connected components (hereinafter SCC 
and WCC, respectively) in the three graphs [18]. Figures 1, 2 
and 3 shows the above mentioned results. 
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Figure 1. Strongly and weakly connected components for TASC. 

 

 
Figure 2. Strongly and weakly connected components for JASC. 

 

 
Figure 3. Strongly and weakly connected components for KASC. 

 
For TASC, we obtained a measure of 1 weakly connected 

components and of 122 strongly connected ones. For JASC, 
weakly connected components are 1, while strongly 
connected components are 143. For KASC, weakly 
connected components are 3, while strongly connected 
components are 40. 

Combining the graph density analysis and the connected 
components measures, results show how some sub-networks 
tend to live the pre-conference online experience separated 
from each other, though most of the considered sub-groups 

prove to be strongly tied and to have developed solid intra-
component relationships. Results also suggest that users 
interactions in each Facebook page are not restricted to 
marginal and elite groups, but they are quite common in the 
overall community of users. Privacy settings do not make it 
possible to know whether an online sub-group mirrors user 
aggregation dynamics in the real world or it represents a 
different kind of group built on non-virtual relationships. 

Sub-networks in this work can be studied also by 
adopting modularity measures (Figures 4, 5 and 6). 
Modularity concerns with community detection algorithms 
developed for this specific analysis. The above analysis is 
realized by using standard parameters and resolution values 
[19] [20]. Modularity and modularity with resolution tend to 
be very similar for two communities out of three that is 
KASC and JASC (>0,500), while they are slightly lower for 
TASC (=0,344). Moreover, TASC shows the highest number 
of communities – i. e. 9 –, while KASC and JASC provided 
lower values – i. e. 7 and 5, respectively. 

Obviously, such values have been calculated on the basis 
of the same parameters. In light of this, data about the three 
conferences are homogeneous. 

 

 
Figure 4. Modularity for TASC. 
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Figure 5. Modularity for JASC. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Modularity for KASC. 

 
Shortest paths (SP) are 52 in KASC, network diameter 

(ND) and average path length (APL) are equal to 1. SP are 
190 in JASC, ND and APL are equal to 1. SP are 281 in 
TASC, ND and APL are equal to 1. HITS and centrality 
measures are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 [21] [22] and 
PageRank in Figures 10, 11 and 12 [23]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. HITS and centrality report for KASC. 
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Figure 8. HITS and centrality report for JASC. 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 9. HITS and centrality report for TASC. 
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Figure 10. PageRank distribution for KASC. 

 

 
Figure 11. PageRank distribution for JASC. 

 

 
Figure 12. PageRank distribution for TASC. 

 
Ultimately, the overall analysis of the network tends to 

confirm that, despite the existence of disconnected 
components, there is a high degree of connectedness within 
most components. 

In conclusion, data collected and extracted and the 
corresponding results and findings are visually represented in 
Table 2. Discussion and conclusions in the final section are 
based on such data representation framework. 

 

TABLE II.  DATA VISUALIZATION FROM GEPHI 
Data/Conference KASC JASC TASC

Size distribution (# 
of nodes) 40 143 122 

# of directed edges 52 190 281
Graph density 0.033 0.009 0.019
Weakly Connected 
Components (WCC) 3 1 1 

Strongly Connected 
Components (SCC) 40 143 122 

Modularity 0.539 0.501 0.344
Modularity with 
resolution 0.539 0.501 0.344 

Number of 
communities 7 5 9 

Shortest paths (SP) 52 190 281
Network diameter 
(ND) 1 1 1 

Average path length 
(APL) 1 1 1 

Betweenness 
Centrality 
Distribution (BCD) 
count range for 
values = 0 

[40-�; 40+�] [140; 150] [120; 130] 

Betweenness 
Centrality 
Distribution (BCD) 
count range for 
values = 1 

[0; 0+�] [0; 0+�] [0; 0+�] 

Closeness Centrality 
Distribution (CCD) 
count  range for 
values = 0 

[12,5; 15,0] [0; 10] [10; 20] 

Closeness Centrality 
Distribution (CCD) 
count  range for 
values = 1 

[25; 27,5 [130; 140] [100; 110] 

Eccentricity 
Distribution (ED) 
count range for 
values = 0 

[12,5; 15,0] [0; 10] [10; 20] 

Eccentricity 
Distribution (ED) 
count range for 
values = 1 

[25; 27,5 [130; 140] [100; 110] 

PageRank 
Distribution count 
range for values 
tending to 0 

[40-�; 40+�] [140; 150] [120; 130] 

PageRank 
Distribution count 
range for values 
tending to 1 

[0; 0+�] [0; 0+�] [0; 0+�] 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The attributes in the dataset extracted from Facebook by 

means of the NetVizz app do not include useful data for the 
identification of emerging hot topics. This is due to the very 
recent changes in the privacy policy of Facebook, which 
currently makes it very difficult to obtain reliable and 
significant amounts of data about users’ privacy-related 
fields. Hence, possible hot topics emerging from pre-
conference triggering efforts planned by the event managers, 
may seem to be a failure even if they are successful. 
However, the research design proved to be useful since it 
allowed to analyze and to identify interactions among 
attendees in the pre-conference period, despite the above 
mentioned difficulty to retrieve specific topics-related data 
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attributes from Facebook. This reveals how the approach 
proposed in this study may lead to overcome some obstacles 
coming from relevant exogenous factors – e. g. changes in 
external processes related to Facebook privacy policy. 
Moreover, this proves how the research methodology keeps 
unchanged its reliability also when the expected quality of 
available data changes. 

The comparative study makes it possible to observe and 
to analyze users interactions, thus allowing to predict both 
hot topics and human behavior in similar contexts. Given the 
exploratory peculiarity of the research at hand, it is geared to 
prepare the way for field scholars in order to ensure more 
accurate research efforts about the quality of attendees’ 
interactions in the future. Hence, this work proves the 
importance of deepening the prediction of users’ behavior 
and conference hot topics through new visualization 
methods. Moreover, further studies can be conducted in 
order to identify more advanced solutions, which could be 
adopted also for different research task and in different 
contexts. 

By a methodological perspective, a novel and emerging 
approach is adopted. It is linked to the most recent data 
visualization tools and applied to a specific field – i. e. the 
comparative study of Asian-American student conferences. 

Ultimately, this work may act as a key, consolidate basis 
for developing innovative sub-networks detection tools and 
techniques, and topics-related prediction algorithms. 
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